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Abstract

A real-time kernel offers many advantages when developing safety-
critical real-time applications. It allows for a modular software ar-
chitecture and provides many services to help meet any timing con-
straints imposed on the application. However, these benefits come
at a price. The use of a real-time kernel can introduce both la-
tency and non-determinism into the system, forcing the application
designer to account for worst case execution times which might be
overly pessimistic in the average case.

This thesis presents a hardware accelerated implementation of the
widely popular real-time kernel FreeRTOS, using only off-the-shelf
hardware components. A set of benchmark tests were also devel-
oped to compare FreeRTOS and the suggested hardware accelerated
implementation with respect to performance and determinism.

By migrating critical parts of FreeRTOS into hardware, we were able
to greatly reduce the delays associated with the kernel. Further-
more, constant execution times for all supported kernel API calls
were achieved, facilitating accurate timing analysis of any applica-
tion running on top of the real-time kernel.

Keywords: Real-Time Systems, Embedded Systems, Real-Time Ker-
nel, Hardware Acceleration.



Sammanfattning

Användandet av en realtidskärna vid utveckling av säkerhetskri-
tiska realtidsapplikationer har flera fördelar. Det underlättar kon-
struktionen av en modulär mjukvaruarkitektur och erbjuder flera
mekanismer för att klara de tidsrelaterade krav som ställs på en
applikation. En realtidskärna kan emellertid introducera långa och
icke-deterministiska responstider, vilket tvingar applikationsdesig-
nern att alltid ta höjd för det teoretiska värstafallet även om detta
är överdrivet pessimistisk jämfört med medelfallet.

I denna uppsats presenteras en hårdvaruaccelererad implementation
av realtidskärnan FreeRTOS, konstruerad med hjälp av kommersiellt
tillgängliga hårdvarukomponenter. Utöver detta presenteras även en
uppsättning tester för att jämföra FreeRTOS samt dess hårdvaru-
accelererade motsvarighet med avseende på prestanda och determi-
nism.

Genom att migrera kritiska delar av FreeRTOS till hårdvara kunde
de långa responstiderna kraftigt reduceras. Utöver detta blev exe-
kveringstiden helt deterministiskt i den hårdvaruaccelererade imple-
mentationen, något som möjliggör en mer exakt tidsanalys.

Nyckelord: Realtidssystem, Inbyggda system, Realtidskärna, Hård-
varuacceleration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter will briefly introduce the reader to the topic of this thesis along with
the problem statement, purpose, goal and delimitations.

1.1 Motivation

With an increasing number of embedded computer systems with strict timing con-
straints, the importance of fast and predictable real-time applications is becoming
greater. Most of us interact with and rely on real-time systems on a daily basis -
sometimes without even realizing it. Real-time computing is present in our cars,
aeroplanes, medical equipment and many other devices where correct behaviour is
critical, and where a system failure could potentially have a fatal outcome.

With increased complexity of embedded real-time applications, meeting stringent
deadlines can become a rather complicated task. In these cases, a real-time op-
erating system, or RTOS, can be leveraged to support any time constrained tasks
in order to meet the deadlines associated with the system. Using an RTOS also
allows the application to be separated into a number of prioritized, independently
executing threads - commonly referred to as tasks. At the heart of the RTOS is the
real-time kernel, responsible for selecting which task gets to execute based on the
task state and priority. When a running task stops to wait for an external event or
for a resource to become available, the scheduler is invoked and selects which task
gets to run next according to some predefined scheduling algorithm. The real-time
kernel is also responsible for providing inter-task synchronization and communica-
tion mechanisms. This is typically done through the use of kernel objects such as
semaphores, mutexes, queues and event flags. Since tasks are implemented as inde-
pendently running software modules, each implementing a well-defined functionality
of the system, this makes for a highly modular software architecture where domain
logic is decoupled from temporal logic.
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However, the benefits offered by a real-time kernel come at a price. The use of a
real-time kernel can introduce both latency and non-determinism into the system
[1] [2]. Latency and determinism are both critical characteristics of any hard real-
time system in order to predict its behavior and meet the deadlines associated with
the application. Non-determinism is a result of variations in the response time of
the real-time kernel - often referred to as jitter. A large source of jitter is caused
by management and traversal of dynamic data structures in the kernel, where the
latency of a kernel API call or task scheduling is dependent on various run-time
parameters of the system [2].

1.2 Problem Statement

This thesis investigates how much - if at all - latency and non-determinism can
be reduced by migrating critical parts of a software based real-time kernel into
hardware.

1.3 Purpose

Unpredictable response times of a real-time kernel makes timing analysis hard or
sometimes impossible to carry out in a precise manner. To overcome this, the
application designer must account for the worst case execution time, possibly over-
dimensioning the average case execution times greatly. This leads to bad utilization
of system resources where both time and energy is wasted while the system is idling
[3].

The purpose of this thesis is to present a possible solution in which application
designers can build faster and more predictable systems. As a result, the timing
analysis of such a system could potentially become more precise, allowing for safer
systems with better resource utilization, developed at lower engineering costs.

1.4 Goal

The goal of this project is to investigate how to decrease latency and non-determinism
in a real-time kernel by utilizing an off-the-shelf hardware accelerator. A hybrid
hardware/software real-time kernel will be presented, based on the widely popular
kernel FreeRTOS [4] and the hardware based real-time kernel Sierra [5] used as
an accelerator. The suggested implementation should keep both the API and the
functionality of FreeRTOS intact.
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1.5 Delimitations
The work presented in this thesis will study the impacts of performance and pre-
dictability when migrating parts of the functionality of FreeRTOS 8.2.3 with the
Nios II port to the hardware based real-time kernel Sierra 9.4.1.

Both the software and the hardware/software implementations of FreeRTOS will be
benchmarked using a uniprocessor system running the soft processor Nios II/e on
Altera’s Cyclone IV 4CE115 FPGA with no branch prediction nor cache memories
in place. The presence of branch prediction and/or cache memories would make
the identification of non-deterministic execution times actually stemming from the
real-time kernel more complex. For this reason, these architectural features are not
considered in this thesis. For further information on the SoC architecture used for
benchmarking, see chapter 3.2.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background and Previous
Work

This chapter presents the theoretical background and previous research conducted
within the area of real-time systems and the hardware acceleration of real-time
kernels. Finally, an in-depth description of the kernels which will be the focus of
this thesis are presented.

2.1 Real-Time Systems
A real-time system is one where the correctness of the system is not only dependent
on the result of its computations, but also the timeliness of its output. The computer
running the real-time application - often embedded into the system to be controlled
- reacts to input generated from some external event to which it must produce its
output within a finite, specified time [6]. Presented below are the properties said to
be desirable in any time critical real-time system along with the requirements they
put on a real-time kernel [7]:

• Timeliness: The calculated result of a task has to be correct in the time
domain, requiring real-time kernels to provide timing related functionality
such as delaying, stopping and resuming tasks.

• Predictability: Safety-critical real-time applications must be designed to
allow for static analysis of the system’s timing requirements before putting
it in operation. The real-time kernel can help increase the predictability by
implementing mathematically proven scheduling algorithms and system calls
with constant run time.

• Efficiency: Most real-time applications are implemented using small embed-
ded systems, often with constraints on memory usage, computational power
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and/or energy consumption. This puts requirements on the implementation
of the real-time kernel itself with respect to both performance and memory
footprint.

• Robustness: Real-time systems must be designed to handle peak load con-
ditions. Real-time kernels can implement overload detection to adapt the
system’s behavior as the load changes.

• Maintainability: To keep real-time applications maintainable, the real-time
kernel should support a modular software architecture.

Real-time applications are often partitioned into a set of independent tasks, exe-
cuted at regular intervals or as a response to some external interrupt. Each task is
commonly associated with a deadline by which it must complete its computation
for the system to be considered correct. Depending on the consequences of miss-
ing a deadline, it is usually categorized as either a hard, firm or soft deadline. A
deadline in a real-time system is said to be hard if the results of missing it will be
catastrophic, such as loss of property or lives. For tasks with firm deadlines, the
value of a task’s output is considered useless after its deadline. In contrast to hard
deadlines, the consequences of missing a firm deadline are not very severe. Soft
deadlines are considered the least strict. A result produced after a soft deadline
might be useful, but the usefulness of that result decays with time. [8]

Many real-time control systems are being developed using an ad-hoc/heuristic ap-
proach, where assembly language, timers and interrupt priority manipulation is used
in order to meet the deadlines associated with each task [7]. As a consequence, the
complexity of the application quickly grows, increasing the risk of introducing bugs
as well as making verification of the timing constrains a very difficult task. Fur-
thermore, traditional testing techniques used in software engineering might not be
sufficient to detect bugs in embedded real-time applications which are only observ-
able under a very specific set of environmental conditions, which in turn may be
hard to fully replicate. As a result, this method of implementing real-time system
makes it hard to create scalable applications with proven predictability. In order
to guarantee predictable behavior under all possible operating conditions, a more
strict design methodology must be used. To support such methodologies, a real-time
operating system can be leveraged, implementing specific mechanisms designed to
support computation under timing constraints [7].

The real-time kernel is part of the real-time operating system and make up the core
functionality on which almost all real-time operating systems are built. These in-
clude scheduling, inter-task synchronization/communication primitives and timing
services. For this reason, some real-time operating systems which do not provide
any additional functionality beyond the kernel are simply referred to as real-time
kernels [9].
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2.2 Timing Analysis of Real-Time Systems

Real-time systems are traditionally modeled as a set of independently running tasks,
each one characterized by a set of parameters describing its temporal behavior. A
common timing characteristic by which a real-time task can be specified relates to
the regularity of its activation or - as it is commonly referred to - release time.
Typically, a task is associated with some external event. For periodic tasks, this
event is often generated by a periodically executing timer, activating the task at a
constant rate Ti. In contrast, tasks released at irregular intervals as a response to
some external event in the physical world are called aperiodic. If the release of an
aperiodic occurs with a known minimum time interval, it is commonly classified as
a sporadic task [7].

When a task is released as a response to some event, the scheduler will unblock the
task by marking it as ready. If task preemption is supported and the released task
is currently the highest prioritized task ready to run, that task will directly start
executing. In such a situation, the release time ri will equal the start time si. In
cases where the released task can not start its execution due to higher priority tasks
currently running, the task start time si will be greater than the release time ri as
illustrated in figure 2.1.

ri si ei di ri+1

Ti

Di

Ci

Ri

Figure 2.1. Real-Time model parameters

Typically, a real-time task is also associated with a deadline Di - the time relative
to the release of a task after which the system must complete its execution to avoid
any unpredictable behavior. The worst-case execution time Ci of a task is the upper
bound of the uninterrupted time needed for the task to complete its execution. The
time between the release of a task and the completion of its execution is referred
to as the response time Ri and must naturally be less than Di to not violate the
deadline. Since the relation Ci ≤ Di ≤ Ti must hold true for each task in the system,
the ability to accurately determine the worst-case execution time C for each task
in the system is an absolute necessity. [10]
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The timing requirements imposed on a set of tasks in a real-time system govern the
appropriate scheduling algorithm to implement. Perhaps the most notable work
in the area of real-time scheduling algorithms was done by Liu and Layland [11]
with the proposal of the static priority algorithm Rate Monotonic Scheduling and
a dynamic priority algorithm Earliest Deadline First. These algorithms can be
applied for scheduling a set of preemptive and periodic tasks on a single processor.
The priority assignment when implementing rate monotonic scheduling is based on
the release frequency Ti of each task; the higher the release frequency, the higher
the priority.

To determine if a given scheduling algorithm can produce a feasible schedule for a
given set of periodically executing tasks Γ (i.e. determine whether Ri ≤ Di holds
true for each task Ti ∈ Γ), a scheduler admission test can be carried out. There are
two different classes of schedulability analysis techniques: utilization analysis and
response-time analysis [12].

A utilization analysis will answer the question whether or not a feasible schedule
can be produced based on the fraction of CPU utilization required by a set of tasks
given a specific scheduling algorithm. For the rate monotonic scheduling algorithm,
a sufficient but not necessary condition for the utilization based scheduler admission
test was suggested by Liu and Layland [11]. The authors state that if the criteria
presented in 2.1 holds true, a feasible schedule exists for the given set of tasks. If
not, manual calculations would have to be performed to verify a schedule. Here,
the deadline Di is assumed to equal the period Ti.

n∑
i=1

Ci

Ti
≤ n(2

1
n − 1) (2.1)

In contrast to the utilization based analysis, the response-time analysis estimates a
task’s worst-case response time which can then be compared to the task’s deadline
to decide if the task can be added to the system without violating any of the
deadlines. Joseph and Pandya [13] present a recursive relation (shown in equation
2.2) for calculating the worst-case response time of a task, taking the release of all
higher priority tasks into consideration. Here, Rk+1

i is the response-time of task Ti

in iteration k. The set hp(i) consists of all task with priorities higher than that of
task Ti. In the first iteration (k = 0), R0

i is set to Ci. The iterations are done when
Rk+1

i = Rk
i holds true. If Rk+1

i ≤ Di, the task Ti will meet its deadline.

Rk+1
i = Ci +

∑
∀j∈hp(i)

⌈
Rk

i

Tj

⌉
Cj (2.2)
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One should note that the two scheduler admission tests presented here abstracts
away any details of the target platform as well as the RTOS upon which the appli-
cation is running. The implication of this is that a set of task might pass a scheduler
admission tests, but in reality, deadlines might be missed because of unforeseen de-
lays introduced by the real-time kernel. This problem was recognized by Strnadel
and Rajnoha [10] who derived a more refined model for computing the worst case
response time by including the overhead imposed by the FreeRTOS real-time kernel
on a set of periodically executing tasks. This model is presented in equation 2.3.

(2.3)Rk+1
i = Ci +Bi +

∑
∀j∈hp(i)

⌈
Rk

i

Tj

⌉
Cj +

∑
∀j∈alltasks

⌈
Rk

i

Tj

⌉
Cqueue

+
⌈
Rk

i

Ttick

⌉
Ctick + Ctick + Cyield

The model was developed by analyzing the internal implementation of FreeRTOS
and take overhead costs for context switching, system tick handling and queue
management into consideration. For a more in-depth explanation of the formula,
see [10].

As stated in section 2.1, a common requirement of real-time systems is predictability.
However, the meaning of predictability may not be the same for any two applications
or even tasks. For non-complex systems, predictability could imply that it should
be possible to show and verify all timing constrains of the application at design time
with 100% certainty. For this to be possible, the application designer would have to
know the exact characteristics of all tasks, the real-time kernel and the hardware on
which it is executing a priori. One would for example have to have knowledge about
the total number of tasks, their relative priorities and their worst-case execution
times. Since the state of an embedded real-time system is commonly affected by
the environment in which it is operating, one would also have to anticipate changes
to the environment. In conclusion, it is very unlikely for the application designer
to have all this information available during the design phase [8].

When performing timing analysis of a real-time system, some task characteristics
are simply assumed or derived from simulations, testing or extensive analysis of the
application code, the real-time kernel implementation and the platform on which
the application is running. The main motivation behind the FreeRTOS specific
worst-case response-time formula 2.3 is to reduce the number of implementation
details abstracted away when performing timing analysis of a real-time application.
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2.3 Real-Time Kernels

2.3.1 Real-Time Kernel Concepts

In contrast to general-purpose operating system kernels, predictability is one of
the most important features of a real-time operating system kernel. Many of the
basic paradigms found in more traditional operating system kernels are not appli-
cable when used to run real-time applications [8]. In this chapter, some important
concepts commonly found in a real-time kernel are presented.

Task Scheduling

One of the core functionalities of a real-time kernel is the scheduling mechanism,
allowing for one or more CPUs to switch its state between multiple independent
tasks, each one with its own private set of resources such as memory stack, program
counter, general purpose registers etc. The real-time kernel scheduling mechanism
must support individual timing requirements for the different tasks, each one re-
acting to events occurring at different rates. To achieve this, the real-time kernel
commonly assign the state of each task. The states and the names used to describe
them can vary between different real-time kernels. As an example, the task states of
the real-time kernel FreeRTOS is depicted in figure 2.6. Here, a task can be in any
of the four states Ready, Running, Blocked or Suspended. A task is initially marked
as ready, sitting dormant until selected to run according to the scheduling algorithm
used by the real-time kernel. At this point, the context (i.e. CPU register values,
program counter etc.) of the currently running task is saved to RAM, after which
the context of the dispatched task is loaded from memory and enters the Running
state. The process of saving the context of one task and loading another is referred
to as a context switch [9].

A task is placed in the waiting state while waiting for one or more events to occur,
after which it will be marked as ready. The release time of a task is the time instant
at which it transitions from the waiting to the ready state.

Periodically executing tasks are typically implemented using software based timers,
with its rate specified in units of system ticks. In traditional real-time kernels, the
system tick is implemented using a periodic hardware timer configured to generate
interrupts at a given rate. In the registered tick interrupt handler, the real-time
kernel will decrement the counter value of any software timers. A higher rate of the
system tick means higher resolution of any timing related services of the real-time
kernel, but it also means that more interrupts will be generated, introducing more
system overhead [9].
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Shared Resource Access Control

Another important responsibility of a real-time kernel is that of shared resource
access control. A resource in this context may refer to any software structure or
hardware used by a task to advance its execution [7]. This could for example be a
data structure, variable, a memory area or a peripheral device. A shared resource is
one which is accessible by more than one task. If a resource should only be accessed
by one task at a time, that resource is said to be an exclusive resource. To ensure
that no more than one of the concurrent tasks is accessing a shared resource, most
real-time kernels implement the concept of critical sections. Any tasks that wishes
to access a shared resource must first enter the critical section, but it can only do
so given that no other task is currently executing within that critical section. If the
shared resource is already in use by some other task, the task trying to enter the
critical section will be blocked, waiting for the the resource to become available. The
requirement that no two concurrent tasks are allowed to execute within a critical
section at the same time is referred to as mutual exclusion. Many real-time kernels
provide kernel object such as the mutex which can be used to implement critical
sections.

However, the use of critical sections when running a fixed priority, preemptive
scheduling algorithm can introduce what is known as priority inversion. This phe-
nomenon describe the situation where a high priority task gets preempted by a
lower priority task for an unbounded amount of time. To illustrate this, consider
the timeline depicted in figure 2.2, where T1 has the highest priority and T3 the
lowest. Here, T3 starts executing and enters the critical section at t = 1. At t = 2,
the high priority task T1 is released, preempting T3. When T1 tries to enter the
critical section, it will immediately block since T3 is currently executing within that
critical section. T3 now gets to continue its execution, only to be preempted by the
higher priority task T2. T2 gets to execute uninterrupted, effectively blocking the
higher priority task T1 for an indefinite period of time.

Multiple resource access protocol exists for avoiding this uncontrolled priority in-
version problem. The FreeRTOS kernel, for example, implements the basic priority
inheritance protocol as proposed by Sha et al. [14]. This protocol avoids priority
inversion by temporarily changing the priority of the task which caused a higher
priority task to block by inheriting its priority. In the example shown in figure 2.2,
this would mean that T3 inherits the priority of T1, letting it finish its execution
within the critical section as fast as possible without being interrupted by T2.
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T1

T2

T3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Normal execution

Critical section

Figure 2.2. Priority Inversion Scenario

2.3.2 Co-designed Real-Time Kernels

Migrating time consuming and non-deterministic parts of a software based RTOS
into hardware has been the subject of much previous research. The area was first
explored by Nakano et al. [15] in which they proposed Silicon OS, a co-designed
RTOS based on the real-time kernel uITRON [16]. The co-processor, called Silicon
TRON, implements event flags, semaphores, task scheduling and interrupt manage-
ment. Silicon OS is made up of the Silicon TRON hardware together with a software
layer, interfacing with the hardware and handling context switches. Silicon OS was
designed to provide short execution time of system calls as well as short response
time to interrupt signals. A notable difference between Silicon OS and a traditional
hardware architecture is that external interrupt signals connect directly to the Sil-
icon TRON hardware module, which in turn will issue an interrupt to the CPU if
the external interrupt caused a context switch. This way of handling interrupts is
similar to that of the Sierra real-time kernel, as described in section 2.6.

In a performance evaluation [17], it was shown that Silicon TRON provided a
speedup of between 3.63 and 23 for system calls when compared to the purely
software based RTOS NORTi. Furthermore, context switching times were up to
1.68 times faster, while task response times to interrupt signals had a speedup of
2.15 when using Silicon OS.
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In an attempt to tackle the problem of long and unpredictable response times re-
lated to real-time kernels, Adomat et al [1] presented a real-time kernel co-processor
implemented in an ASIC along with a detailed time-model. The kernel - called Real-
Time Unit or RTU - is a multitasking real-time kernel, supporting up to 64 tasks
running at 8 different priorities which can be mapped to up to 3 CPUs. It sup-
ports periodically executing tasks and watchdogs along with other kernel objects
such as semaphores and event flags. A real-time application will interface with the
hardware based kernel through the use of a small software layer. The authors rec-
ognizes the non-determinism associated with performing clock tick administration
and task scheduling in a pure software kernel as a consequence of having to traverse
dynamically changing data structures, stressing the advantage of migrating these
functions into hardware. A comparison study was conducted between the RTU, a
pure software implemented RTOS and a hybrid hardware/software implementation
with dedicated hardware support for semaphore administration. The results showed
that the RTU was 36% faster compared to the pure software RTOS when running
a benchmark database application [18].

Morton et al. [19] present a uniprocessor real-time kernel implementing the EDF
scheduling policy, partitioned by moving the scheduling algorithm onto a co-processor.
This hybrid implementation is then analyzed with respect to kernel response time
and hardware area. The results showed that using the co-processor decreased the re-
sponse time and reduces the kernel processor overhead. The area of the co-processor
is also shown to grow linearly with the number of tasks supported in the system.
Finally, the authors also propose a metric for unified comparison of kernels or ap-
plication co-processors during hardware-software partitioning and design space ex-
ploration.

Despite the performance gain offered by real-time kernel hardware support shown in
previous work, Ong et al. [20] recognizes that these research outcomes have not got-
ten any wide acceptance in commercial products. The authors postulate that this is
a result of the high level of complexity related to adapting a hardware based RTOS
to the needs of the application designer. This rationale lead to the development of
the hardware based RTOS called SEOS, designed with the goal of providing a highly
adaptive system without requiring any knowledge of the RTOS implementation de-
tails. All major RTOS functionalists are move into hardware, keeping only simple
API functions and macros in software for interfacing the hardware kernel. A perfor-
mance evaluation between SEOS and the software RTOS µC/OS-II was conducted,
measuring process overhead, interrupt latency and inter-task synchronization. The
results showed a 31.1% process overhead improvement, 83.5% improved interrupt
latency and 71.9% faster inter-task synchronization when using semaphores.

Previous attempts at increasing the performance and predictability of FreeRTOS
using custom designed hardware have shown to be successful. Pereira et al. [2] iden-
tified the FreeRTOS scheduler and software timers as two major sources of jitter
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and overhead which they migrated into hardware. According to the evaluation re-
sults, this hybrid hardware/software implementation showed improvements in both
system latency and jitter; the time required to schedule a new task to run was on
average reduced by 53.17%, 51.50% and 51.16% when scheduling 5, 10 and 15 tasks
respectively. Perhaps most importantly, the scheduling was done in constant time
in the hybrid implementation, completely independent of the number of tasks to be
scheduled.

The RTU was later commercialized into the Sierra real-time kernel [5][21]. The
possibility of accelerating FreeRTOS using the Sierra was investigated in [22], con-
cluding that the two kernels have many similarities with respect to architecture,
features and functionality, making the Sierra a possible candidate for accelerating
FreeRTOS. The same paper also presented a performance evaluation of FreeRTOS
and the Sierra real-time kernel, comparing similar API calls of the two kernels. Al-
though there was no exact one-to-one mapping between the compared kernel calls of
the two kernels, the Sierra were many times faster in most cases, indicating that the
FreeRTOS could potentially be successfully accelerated using the Sierra real-time
kernel. An in-depth description of the Sierra is provided in section 2.6.

2.4 Performance Evaluation of Real-Time Kernels

García-Martínes et al. [23] defines two main approaches for evaluating real-time op-
erating systems: Fine-grained and application-oriented benchmarks. Fine-grained
benchmarks investigates the low level performance of real-time operating systems,
focusing on its most frequently used services. This category includes Rhealstone, a
real-time benchmark proposed by Kar and Porter [24], in which they suggest 6 quan-
titative measurements from which a real-time operating system can be evaluated:
task switching time, task preemption time, interrupt response time, semaphore
shuffling time, deadlock breaking time as well as datagram throughput time. Ac-
cording to García-Martínes et al. [23], the Rhealstone benchmark has some major
drawbacks. The claim is that the metrics suggested do not consider all possible
situations commonly found in real-time applications, leaving out important factors
such as time spent on priority inversion management. Furthermore, the authors ar-
gue that Rhealstone is not focusing on accurate worst-case measurement but rather
the average performance of typical real-time operations.

Application-oriented benchmarks on the other hand cover the higher level aspects
of real-time operating systems, usually focusing on metrics such as the number
of deadlines missed and the point in time where a system starts breaking down.
This category of benchmarks are often applied to synthetic applications, trying to
mimic the behavior of more realistic real-time applications. Weiderman presented
an application-oriented benchmark for hard real-time applications called Hartstone
[25], used for evaluating real-time operating system based on the number of missed
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deadlines. García-Martínes et al. claim that the Hartstone benchmark can provide
a good estimation on the result of different scheduling techniques, but it does not
provide a complete picture, since benchmarking a synthetic application does not
fully reflect all the strengths and weaknesses of a real-time operating system.

These drawbacks were the motivation behind the development of a quantitative ap-
proach for measuring real-time performance and determinism of real-time operating
systems. The suggested approach is designed to be used as a fine-grained evaluation
of the following RTOS features:

• Response to external events (interrupts).

• Inter-task synchronization and resource sharing (object synchronization).

• Inter-task data transferring (message passing).

The evaluation metrics concerning response to external events was however criticized
[26]. The criticism was about the use of semaphores for unblocking a task from
the interrupt handler, claiming that this approach would add unnecessary overhead
compared to directly unblocking a specific task, a feature supported by most modern
kernels.

Depending on the selected scheduling algorithm along with parameters such as the
number of CPU registers and active tasks, the overhead of performing a context
switch can add significant delay during which time no productive work can be
performed, making it an important metric when evaluating the performance of a
real-time kernel [9]. The task scheduling time complexity can be expressed as a
function of the n tasks to be scheduled. For example, round-robin scheduling is
independent of the number of tasks and will have a constant time complexity O(1)
whereas the EDF algorithm requires sorting of tasks according to their deadline,
giving it a time complexity of O(n · log(n)). For critical real-time applications, this
overhead must be taken into consideration when performing timing analysis of the
system. In cases where the task switch time is dependent on run-time parameters
such as the number of tasks to schedule, this analysis can quickly become very
complex.

The interrupt response time is defined as the duration between an interrupt assertion
to the completion of the requested operation [9]. It is generally considered best
practice to keep the interrupt service routine (ISR) as short as possible. One reason
for this is that interrupts - when handled by the processor - can introduce jitter,
both to the start and the execution time of tasks by temporarily disabling some or
all interrupt priority levels [4].
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A common pattern for keeping the ISR short is known as Deferred Interrupt Process-
ing, where any processing apart from recording the cause and clearing the interrupt
is done in a schedulable kernel task [4]. In practice, this can be done by having the
deferred processing task block on a semaphore which is then signaled from the ISR.
This is illustrated in figure 2.3, where the high priority task T1 is allowed to finish
its execution, before processing the interrupt received at t = 1 in the deferred pro-
cessing task T2. In this example, the interrupt response time is tint−resp = 6−1 = 5.
By using this pattern, the jitter introduced can be kept at a minimum.

ISR

T1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T2

Figure 2.3. Deferred interrupt processing example
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2.5 FreeRTOS
FreeRTOS is a real-time operating system kernel designed for running time con-
strained, embedded applications. It is developed by Real Time Engineers Ltd. and
is distributed for free under the GNU General Public License. In this section, an
overview of the kernel is presented.

2.5.1 Architectural Overview
As depicted in figure 2.4, the application layer of a FreeRTOS based system con-
sists of a set of user defined tasks, each one implemented as a C function. The
kernel is further separated into two distinct layers; the hardware independent layer,
implementing all functions related to task management and inter-task communi-
cation/synchronization. The hardware dependent layer of FreeRTOS is a set of
compiler/hardware platform specific files implementing functionality such as inter-
rupt management and assembly routines for context switching. At the time of
writing, the current stable version (FreeRTOS 8.2.3) supports 35 different hardware
platforms.

User tasks

Hardware

Task management, queues, lists etc.

Application
layer

FreeRTOS

Hardware dependent:
Context switching, interrupt management...

Hardware independent:
Task management, queues, lists...

Figure 2.4. FreeRTOS Architectural Overview

FreeRTOS is a highly configurable kernel. Its behavior and included functionality
can be customized by changing a set of preprocessor directives in the configuration
file FreeRTOSConfig.h. By only including the necessary kernel functionality used
by the application, the overall memory footprint can be reduced significantly when
building the application. An example configuration is shown in listing 2.1
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Listing 2.1. FreeRTOSConfig.h example code

#define configUSE_PREEMPTION 1
#define configUSE_IDLE_HOOK 0
#define configUSE_TICK_HOOK 0
#define configTICK_RATE_HZ 1000
#define configCPU_CLOCK_HZ SYS_CLK_FREQ
#define configMAX_PRIORITIES 5
#define configMINIMAL_STACK_SIZE 1024
#define configISR_STACK_SIZE 800
#define configTOTAL_HEAP_SIZE 8388608
#define configMAX_TASK_NAME_LEN 8
#define configUSE_TRACE_FACILITY 0
#define configUSE_16_BIT_TICKS 0
#define configIDLE_SHOULD_YIELD 0
#define configUSE_MUTEXES 1
#define configUSE_RECURSIVE_MUTEXES 1
#define configUSE_COUNTING_SEMAPHORES 1
#define configCHECK_FOR_STACK_OVERFLOW 2
#define configQUEUE_REGISTRY_SIZE 0
#define configUSE_CO_ROUTINES 0
#define configMAX_CO_ROUTINE_PRIORITIES 2
#define INCLUDE_vTaskPrioritySet 1
#define INCLUDE_uxTaskPriorityGet 1
#define INCLUDE_vTaskDelete 1
#define INCLUDE_vTaskCleanUpResources 0
#define INCLUDE_vTaskSuspend 1
#define INCLUDE_vTaskDelayUntil 1
#define INCLUDE_vTaskDelay 1
#define INCLUDE_uxTaskGetStackHighWaterMark 1
#define configKERNEL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY 0x01
#define configMAX_SYSCALL_INTERRUPT_PRIORITY 0x03
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2.5.2 Task Management
When creating a task, FreeRTOS will allocate a task specific stack from the heap
memory area. A number of different implementations of the memory management
functions malloc and free are available, each one offering a different memory
allocation strategy. These include algorithms such as first fit and best fit, both
suffering from non-deterministic response times since they must traverse a list of
free memory blocks in search of one that satisfy the requested memory size. For
this reason, only the most basic allocation implementation will be considered here.
In this scheme, a call to malloc will simply move the heap pointer the requested
number of bytes. This makes the time complexity of a memory allocation operation
constant, but as a trade-off, this scheme does not implement free, meaning that
no allocated heap memory can ever be freed up.

In addition to the task stack, FreeRTOS will also allocate space for a task control
block (henceforth referred to as TCB) when creating a new task. The TCB is a
data structure for storing any state information related to the task. The members
of the TCB struct tskTaskControlBlock are described in table 2.5.2.

FreeRTOS will initially mark a newly created task as ready by inserting it into one
of the ready lists corresponding to the created task’s priority. The global variable
pxReadyTaskList holds an array of ready lists - one for each priority - containing
the TCBs of any tasks currently ready to run. The structure of this data structure
is illustrated in figure 2.5, in which 4 tasks are present: The lowest priority tasks
TA, TB and TC , running at priority 0, and a higher priority task TD, running at
priority 2. Any tasks running at the same priority will be served in a round-robin
fashion.

TCB A

pxReadyTaskList

pxReadyTaskList[0]

pxReadyTaskList[1]

pxReadyTaskList[2]

...

TCB B TCB C

TCB D

pxReadyTaskList[configMAX_PRIORITIES - 1]

Figure 2.5. FreeRTOS ready lists
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Top of stack Pointer to the last item placed on the task stack.

Generic list item List item to be placed in the ready, blocked or suspended
list, depending on the task state.

Event list item Used to reference a task from an event list.

Priority The priority of the task, with 0 being the lowest priority.

Stack start pointer Points to the start of the stack.

Stack end pointer Points to the end of the stack on architectures where the
stack grows up from low memory.

Task name Descriptive name given to the task upon creation.

Critical nesting Holds the critical section nesting depth for ports that do
not maintain their own count in the port layer.

Base priority The priority last assigned to the task - used by the priority
inheritance mechanism.

Mutexes held The number of mutexes currently held by the task.

Task tag A tag value assigned a task to uniquely identify it in the
application code.

Thread local storage pointer Pointer to the tasks thread local storage array, used for
storing any local value specific to the task itself.

Run-time counter System ticks spent in the running state.

Notification value Holds any value sent directly to the task through the task
notification communication mechanism.

Notification state Current task notification state

Table 2.1. FreeRTOS TCB members
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When scheduling the next task to be switched in, FreeRTOS will traverse the
pxReadyTaskList array, starting at the priority of the currently running task
or higher and walking downwards. When a non-empty ready list is found, the TCB
present in that list will be selected and a context switch will be issued.

Blocking API function calls will make a running task transition into the blocked
state after which the scheduler is invoked and the next task is selected to run,
as depicted in the task state diagram in figure 2.6. Examples include waiting
for a semaphore of count 0 (xSemaphoreTake), reading from an empty queue
(xQueueReceive), sending to a full queue (xQueueSend) or blocking the task
for a given amount of time (vTaskDelay. The task will automatically transition
back to the ready state when the corresponding event occurs.

Suspended

vTaskR
esum

e()

vTaskSuspend()

Blocking API
function call

Event

vTaskSuspend()

vTaskStartScheduler()

Task preemption

Blocked

Ready Running

Figure 2.6. FreeRTOS task state diagram

When making a blocking API function call, the user specifies a time out param-
eter xTicksToWait, indicating the number of system ticks to wait for the event
before giving up and transition back to the ready state. Passing the value 0 as
xTicksToWait effectively makes the call non-blocking, while passing the special
value portMAX_DELAY makes the call block indefinitely while waiting for the event
to occur. For any value in-between 0 and portMAX_DELAY, the task will be in-
serted into the doubly linked list pxDelayedTaskList in ascending order by the
number of ticks to block. For this reason, the time required to insert a TCB into
pxDelayedTaskList will grow linearly with the number of TCBs present in the
list. As illustrated in figure 2.7, the TCB member xGenericListItem of type
xListItem will be the element inserted into pxDelayedTaskList, and it’s mem-
ber xItemValue will be the absolute tick count value at which the task should stop
blocking.

The heartbeat of FreeRTOS is known as the system tick. It is implemented using
a hardware timer, periodically generating interrupts at a frequency specified by
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...
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Next pointer
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Container: TCB2

Top of stack pointer
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Figure 2.7. FreeRTOS Delay Task List

the configTICK_RATE_HZ setting in FreeRTOSConfig.h. The hardware timer
configuration is platform specific and thus performed in the hardware dependent
layer of FreeRTOS upon system initialization. A system tick is the smallest unit of
time used by all timing related services in FreeRTOS.

The registered system tick interrupt handler will increment a global tick counter
xTickCount and check to see if any of the previously delayed tasks timed out. This
is done by traversing the list pxDelayedTaskList, comparing the incremented
xTickCount value with the xItemValue of the currently delayed TCBs. This
traversal will introduce yet another source of jitter, resulting in different run times
for the system tick interrupt handler depending on the number of tasks to unblock.
For any timed out tasks where xTickCount ≥ xItemValue, that TCB is moved
from pxDelayedTaskList to its corresponding ready list, and if any of these
tasks has a priority higher than the currently running task, a context switch is
performed.
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2.6 Sierra Real-Time Kernel
The Sierra real-time kernel is a commercialized hardware based co-processor de-
veloped by the swedish company AGSTU AB [5]. It supports task management,
task synchronization, timing related services, interrupt management and overload
detection. The Sierra real-time kernel was designed with two use cases in in mind
[27]:

1. To be used as a standalone kernel with a small software based API layer for
applications which only need the core functionality offered by the Sierra. This
setup is depicted in figure 2.8.

2. To be used as a hardware accelerator for more advanced operating systems
where increased performance and predictability is required. This is the use
case which will be further investigated in this thesis.

Application SW

Sierra API SW

Application SW

Kernel SW

Software Based Real-Time System Sierra Real-Time System

Memory
 Footprint

ASIC/
FPGA Processor HW

Memory
 Footprint

ASIC/
FPGA

Sierra Kernel HW

Processor HW

Figure 2.8. The Sierra real-time system stack

The Sierra real-time kernel is packaged as an IP component along with the necessary
device drivers. The Sierra architecture is further divided into a set of sub-modules
as shown in figure 2.9, each implementing a part of the kernel functionality such
as interrupt handling, time management, semaphore handler and task scheduling.
The implementation is highly parallel, aiming to achieve short and predictable kernel
response times [27]. The hardware technology independent bus interface layer of
the Sierra architecture allows it to be connected to a variety of CPU buses. An
architectual overview of the Sierra is illustrated in figure 2.9.

Sierra supports preemptive scheduling of a fixed number prioritized tasks. A con-
text switch is initialized by the Sierra asserting a task switch IRQ. The registered
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Local Bus

Figure 2.9. Sierra system overview

interrupt handler issues a read request of the Sierra’s status register, containing the
ID of the task to be switched in. The CPU acknowledges the IRQ by writing back to
the Sierra control register, temporarily disabling the hardware scheduler. The CPU
can now safely perform the context switch, storing the registers of the currently
running task to RAM and loading any previously stored registers associated with
the task to be switched in. The task switch handshake protocol ends with the CPU
writing to the Sierras control register which again enables the scheduler.

In contrast to a more traditional software based real-time kernel where all external
interrupt signals are handled directly by the CPU, the Sierra real-time kernel has
built in support for the deferred interrupt processing pattern described in section
2.4. In a Sierra based system, the interrupt signals are connected to the Sierra
rather than the CPU. A task can block waiting for a specified IRQ to be asserted,
and when this occurs, the Sierra will move that task to the ready queue, indicating
that the interrupt should be processed. If that task has the highest priority of the
task in the ready queue, a task switch interrupt signal will be asserted from the
Sierra to the CPU. This is illustrated in figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10. Sierra interrupt handling

By migrating the interrupt handling to a co-processor, one can avoid having a low
priority external interrupt interfere with the execution of a high priority task by
running its associated ISR. Instead, the lower priority task responsible for processing
the interrupt will be scheduled for execution whenever the higher priority tasks are
done executing.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 FreeRTOS-Accelerated
In order to investigate the effects on latency and determinism of migrating critical
parts of a software based real-time kernel into hardware, a hybrid hardware/software
real-time kernel based on FreeRTOS 8.2.3 is proposed. This accelerated kernel will
be referred to as FreeRTOS-Accelerated.

3.1.1 System Overview

FreeRTOS-Accelerated was designed with the goal of creating a fast and determin-
istic kernel, while still keeping both the API and the functionality of FreeRTOS
intact. A full list of the migrated FreeRTOS API functions is provided in appendix
6, spanning the below categories:

• Task management

• Queues

• Queue sets

• Semaphores (counting and binary)

• Mutexes (with priority inheritance)

• Task notifications

• Event groups

In addition to the accelerated functions available through the public API, task
scheduling and clock tick administration was also migrated into hardware.
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In FreeRTOS-Accelerated, some hardware acceleration related settings are added to
the default FreeRTOS configuration file FreeRTOSConfig.h. These additions are
shown in listing 3.1. The preprocessor directive configUSE_HW_ACCELECRATION
is used to enable/disable the Sierra hardware acceleration. When this setting is set
to 0, hardware acceleration is completely disabled and the original FreeRTOS source
code will be used without any modifications. This allows for easy performance and
functionality comparison between FreeRTOS and FreeRTOS-Accelerated since both
kernels share the same interface. Toggling this hardware acceleration setting simply
changes what source code to be linked in when building the application. The setting
configMAX_HW_ACCELECRATION_TASKS defines the number of tasks supported
by the Sierra. In the benchmarks presented here, Sierra version 9.4.1 will be used,
supporting 32 tasks. Similarly, configMAX_HW_ACCELECRATION_SEMAPHORES
defines the number of binary semaphores supported by the Sierra, which for the
Sierra version used here is 64.

Listing 3.1. FreeRTOSConfig.h hardware acceleration settings

#define configUSE_HW_ACCELERATION 1
#define configMAX_HW_ACCELERATION_TASKS 32
#define configMAX_HW_ACCELERATION_SEMAPHORES 64
#define configHW_ACCELERATOR_FLAG_BITS 3

3.1.2 Queue Implementation
Queues play a key role in the FreeRTOS as they are used in the implementation
of other kernel objects such as semaphores and mutexes. In order to understand
the implementation of queues in FreeRTOS-Accelerated, let us first consider the
synchronization problem of writing to/reading from a shared buffer in a multitask
system, known as the producer/consumer problem. The problem is to make sure
that no consumer task is reading from an empty buffer or for any producer task to
write into a full buffer. The producer/consumer problem was first posed by Dijkstra
[28], which later led to the development of the generalized semaphore. [29].

There are multiple ways of solving this problem, but the solution presented here
does so through the use of counting semaphores. In figure 3.1, a scenario with
a shared buffer of length 3 and two tasks - one producer and one consumer - is
illustrated. Access to the buffer requires mutual exclusion in cases where there
are multiple producers and/or consumers. This is achieved through the use of a
hardware binary semaphore buffer_mutex. In addition, two counting semaphores
are being utilized:
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1) notFull: counting the number of empty slots in the buffer. This semaphore will
be used to block any producer task trying to write to a full buffer. This semaphore
has its value initialized to the buffer length, which in this example is 3.

2) notEmpty: counting the number of used slots in the buffer. This semaphore
will be used to block any consumer task trying to read from an empty buffer. Its
value is initially set to 0.

A consumer task wanting to read from an empty buffer (notEmpty = 0) will block
until notEmpty is signaled from a producer task, indicating that an object is avail-
able in the buffer. A producer task trying to read from a full buffer (notEmpty =
0) will - in the same way - block until notEmpty is signaled by a consumer task,
letting the producer task know that space was freed up in the buffer.

Producer
task

Consumer
task

notFull = 1

notEmpty = 2

wait

signal wait

signal

Mutex Mutex

Figure 3.1. Solution to the Producer/Consumer Problem Using Counting
Semaphores

The described approach will be used when implementing the accelerated version
of FreeRTOS queues. Pseudocode for sending and receiving data from a queue is
provided in listing 3.2.
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Listing 3.2. Queue Send/Receive Pseudocode

queue_send(buffer, data):
wait_counting_semaphore(notFull)

wait_hw_binary_semaphore(buffer_mutex.hw_semaphore_id)
add_to_buffer(buffer, data)

signal_hw_binary_semaphore(buffer_mutex.hw_semaphore_id)
signal_counting_semaphore(notEmpty)

queue_receive(buffer, data):
wait_counting_semaphore(notEmpty)

wait_hw_binary_semaphore(buffer_mutex.hw_semaphore_id)
data = remove_from_buffer(buffer)

signal_hw_binary_semaphore(buffer_mutex.hw_semaphore_id)
signal_counting_semaphore(notFull)

As described in section 2.6, the Sierra hardware kernel provides a number of binary
semaphores, each one uniquely identified by an ID value. However, for the solution
presented in listing 3.2, the need for counting semaphores are evident. The suggested
hardware/software based counting semaphore will be represented in software using
a data structure with the members presented in table 3.1.

hw_semaphore_id The ID identifying the corresponding pure hardware based binary
semaphore.

count A positive integer representing the current semaphore count value.

waiting_tasks The number of tasks currently waiting for the semaphore.

Table 3.1. Hardware/Software Based Counting Semaphore Data Structure Members

The hw_semaphore_id is the ID of the pure hardware based binary semaphore
used to implement the counting semaphore. Since the Sierra offers a limited number
of binary semaphores (as defined by configMAX_HW_ACCELERATION_TASKS),
FreeRTOS-Accelerated will create a pool of all unused semaphore IDs upon ini-
tialization from which the hardware/software implemented counting semaphore can
acquire its hw_semaphore_id. If a kernel object is deleted, any previously ac-
quired IDs related to that object will be released back into the ID pool for reuse.
Pseudocode for how the counting semaphore wait/signal functions will be imple-
mented in FreeRTOS-Accelerated is provided in listing 3.3.
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Listing 3.3. FreeRTOS-Accelerated Counting Semaphores Pseudocode

signal_counting_semaphore(sem):
disable_interrupts()
if sem.waiting_tasks > 0:

sem.waiting_tasks = sem.waiting_tasks - 1
signal_hw_binary_semaphore(sem.hw_semaphore_id)

else:
sem.count = sem.count + 1

if task.interrupt_nesting = 0:
enable_interrupts()

wait_counting_semaphore(sem):
disable_interrupts()
if sem.count > 0:

sem.count = sem.count - 1
else:

sem.waiting_tasks = sem.waiting_tasks + 1
task_blocked = wait_hw_binary_semaphore(sem.hw_semaphore_id)
if(task_blocked):

next_TCB = get_next_TCB()
switch_context(next_TCB)

if task.interrupt_nesting = 0:
enable_interrupts()

The corresponding implementation of reading and writing to a queue in FreeRTOS
achieves mutual exclusion to the shared buffer by temporarily disabling interrupts,
effectively introducing jitter to any registered interrupt handler (including that of
the system tick). If the data being copied is large, this could potentially lead to
very non-deterministic interrupt response times. If this is the case, the application
designer could choose to send a pointer to the data rather then the data itself to the
queue, reducing the number of clock cycles spent with interrupts being disabled.

There are however some drawbacks of this pass-by-reference technique which might
make it infeasibles. For example, the data being pointed to cannot be allocated
on the task stack as it might have gone out of scope when the receiving tasks
tries to access it. The sending task would first have to allocate space from the
heap which, as described in chapter 2.5.2, has a non-deterministic run-time given
an implementation which allows memory to be freed up. The data must then be
copied into the allocated buffer before pushing the pointer onto the queue. This
also introduces a coupling between the sending and receiving tasks in regards to
ownership of the data, i.e. which task has the responsibility of releasing the allocated
memory [4].
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3.1.3 Task Management

To understand how scheduling and context switching will be implemented in FreeRTOS-
Accelerated running on a Nios II CPU, let’s consider the scenario where a higher
priority task T1 is blocked trying to read from an empty queue, causing a lower
priority task T2 to be switched in.

First, T1 tries to receive an element from the empty queue as described in listing 3.2.
Before accessing the buffer, a call to wait_counting_semaphore(notEmpty) is
executed. The count value of the counting semaphore notEmpty is zero, indicating
that the queue contains no elements. As described in listing 3.3, a wait call for
the corresponding hardware binary semaphore is performed by writing to the Sierra
service call register. The control register of the Sierra will then be polled, indicating
whether or not the service call caused the current task to block. Since the hardware
binary semaphore will have a value of zero, T1 will block and the control register
will contain the ID of the next task to switch in, which in this example will be
T2. A global pointer pxNextTask is then set to point to the corresponding TCB
struct before a context switch is triggered by executing a software trap instruction.
A software trap is a special instruction, causing the CPU to perform the following
operations:

• Copy the value of the program counter register pc into the exception return
address register ea.

• Copy the value of the control register status into the register estatus.
This register contains the global interrupt enable bit.

• Set the global interrupt enable bit to 0, temporarily disabling interrupts.

• Jump to the exception handling section of the code, implemented using as-
sembly language.

The exception handling code will first make space on the tasks stack for the current
CPU register values (i.e. the task’s context). Note that the stack grows towards
lower addresses in the architecture considered here, meaning that stack space is
allocated by decrementing the stack pointer register sp. The context is then saved
by writing the CPU register values to the task stack. The updated stack pointer is
then written to the top of the current task’s TCB.

The next step is to determine what caused the exception: a software trap instruction
or a hardware interrupt. The ea register now contains the address of the instruction
following the trap instruction, which in this example was the cause of the exception.
By subtracting the instruction width from the address held in the ea register and
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loading that instruction, we can compare it to the trap instruction and see that
they match, concluding that a software trap indeed caused the exception.

In this stage of the exception handler process, the default FreeRTOS implementa-
tion would invoke the scheduler, searching for the highest priority task ready to
execute as described in section 2.5.2. In the FreeRTOS-Accelerated implementation
however, pxNextTCB will already be set at this point.

Next, the address of the pointer pxNextTCB (currently pointing at the TCB of T2)
is copied to pxCurrentTCB. The T2 context is switched in by first loading the stack
pointer from the TCB struct into the sp register and the rest of the CPU registers
from T2’s stack. The program counter of T2 is loaded into the ea register after
which the eret instruction is executed. The eret instruction will copy the value
of estatus into status and the value of ea into the program counter register
pc. The CPU will then resume normal execution at the instruction pointed at by
pc, which in this case will be an instruction belonging to T2.
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3.2 Benchmark Hardware Platform

The hardware platform used for the benchmark tests will be the Terasic DE2-115
development board, including the Altera Cyclone IV 4CE115 FPGA. This FPGA
will implement the SoC described in figure 3.2, constructed using Quartus Prime
Lite 15.1 along with the Qsys system integration tool.

Host computer

Cyclon II FPGA fabric

JTAG UART
interface

JTAG debug
module

Nios II CPU

On-chip memory Sierra real-time
kernel Stopwatch

Avalon switch fabric
Reset

Clock

Figure 3.2. Benchmark hardware platform overview

The CPU used in this SoC platform will be the Altera Nios II/e running at 50 MHz.
It does not support instruction pipelining, meaning that the CPU will fetch and ex-
ecute one instruction at a time. Since each instruction will be completed before the
next one is fetched, there is no need for the architecture to support branch predic-
tion. It does not include any instruction or data cache, meaning that all memory
and peripheral accesses will issue a new transfer over the Altera Avalon switch fabric
interconnect. Both FreeRTOS and the software layer of FreeRTOS-Accelerated will
be stored on a 256 KByte on-chip memory, also implemented in the FPGA fabric.
Due to the lack of pipelining, branch prediction and caches, at most one instruction
can be executed per six clock cycles. Finally, the benchmark platform used does
not contain hardware support for multiplication. For a more detailed description of
the NiosII/e CPU, see [30].
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A custom designed hardware stopwatch will be used to count the number of clock
cycles for the different benchmark tests. An example of how to control the stop-
watch is given in listing 3.4. The stopwatch connects to the parallel input/output
peripheral, controlling the push buttons of the board. When a button is pressed, an
interrupt signal is asserted and the stopwatch starts counting. This functionality
will be used when counting the number of clock cycles required to respond to an
interrupt signal. The results of these timing measurements are then written back
to the host computer console over JTAG.

3.3 Performance Evaluation
In order to compare the performance of FreeRTOS and its hardware accelerated
counterpart FreeRTOS-Accelerated, a set of benchmark tests have been developed
based on the performance evaluation approach of real-time operating systems pro-
posed by García-Martínes et al. [23]. As suggested by the authors, this test frame-
work should be further complemented with additional measurements which will
highlight any non-deterministic parts of the kernels. For this reason, the time spent
with interrupts disabled will also be recorded for each of the suggested benchmark
tests. This would also include the time spent within the exception handler, as inter-
rupts are temporarily disabled during this time. Both the benchmark applications
and the kernel code itself will be compiled using GCC with the code optimization
flag -O3.

The suggested metrics are measured using a custom designed hardware stopwatch
capable of capturing clock cycles. The overhead of starting and stopping this stop-
watch is measured and subtracted from the result as shown in listing 3.4.

Listing 3.4. Timer Overhead Calculation

stopwatch_start()
stopwatch_pause()
stopwatch_overhead := read_stopwatch()
stopwatch_reset()

stopwatch_start()
/* Execute benchmarked code */
stopwatch_pause()

result := read_stopwatch() - stopwatch_overhead
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3.3.1 Inter-Task Synchronization
The inter-task synchronization benchmarks will test the synchronization primitives
semaphores and mutexes. Two possible actions are possible when the wait function
is invoked for any of these two kernel objects, depending on the current semaphore
count value. These actions are listed in table 3.2 and will be used as metrics for the
suggested benchmark tests.

Semaphore state Action

Count = 0 Wait-block

Count > 0 Wait-decrement

Table 3.2. Possible actions when invoking wait

Similarly, the possible actions when invoking the signal function are shown in
table 3.3.

Semaphore state Action

Count ≥ 0 Waiting tasks = 0 Signal-increment

Count = 0 Waiting tasks > 0 Signal-unblock

Table 3.3. Possible actions when invoking signal

Semaphore-2: This benchmark tests provides measurements for wait-block
by waiting for a semaphore of count 0, blocking the higher priority task T1 and
switching context to a lower priority task T2. The other suggested metric which will
be measured here is signal-unblock, i.e. the time taken to signal a semaphore
from T2, unblocking T1 and switching in its context. This test will be plotted as a
function of the priority gap between T1 and T2, from 1 (π(T1) = 2, π(T1) = 1) to
31 (π(T1) = 32, π(T1) = 1), henceforth referred to as priority drop. This scenario
is illustrated in figure 3.3.

Mutex-6: This measure will be used to evaluate the impact related to priority in-
heritance as described in section 2.3.1. The FreeRTOS mutex implements priority
inheritance (PI) and will be used for evaluating the latency related to this protocol.
Here, a lower task TB enters a critical section by acquiring a mutex. During execu-
tion within the critical section, a higher priority task TA is released, which in turn
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Figure 3.3. Semaphore-2 benchmark test

tries to enter the same critical section. This will cause TB to inherit the priority
of TA, which will remain blocked until TB exits the critical section by releasing the
mutex. At this point the priority of TB will be reset. The time taken to inherit
(wait-block) and disinherit (signal-unblock) the priority will be recorded in
this test, as illustrated in figure 3.4. This test will also be plotted as a function of
the priority difference between T1 and T2.
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Figure 3.4. Mutex-6 benchmark test

3.3.2 Inter-Task Communication

The following tests will benchmark the performance of inter-task message passing
through the use of queues, exercising all possible actions involved in in reading and
writing data to a queue:

Send-data: Writing to a queue with enough space to store it, simply copying the
element into the buffer.
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Receive-data: Reading from a queue containing elements.

Send-block: Writing to a full queue, blocking the calling task and switching in
the next ready task.

Receive-block: Reading from an empty queue, causing the currently running
task to block and the next task to be switched in.

Send-unblock: Sending a message to a queue with a higher priority task waiting
to receive. This action include both copying the element as well as the context
switch.

Receive-unblock: In a similar fashion, this action involves reading a message of
a full queue, causing another higher priority task to be released and switched in.

The following suggested benchmark tests will account for all of the above actions:

Message-passing-1: This benchmark test will involve both the send-data and
the receive-data actions. It does so by simply writing to a queue with enough
space, and then reading that same element back again. This scenario is illustrated
in 3.5. The results will be plotted as a function of the number of bytes which are
sent to the queue.
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Queue send

Send-data time

Queue receive

Receive-data time

Copy data Copy data

Figure 3.5. Message-Passing-1 benchmark test
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Message-passing-3: As depicted in figure 3.6, this test will measure the time
spent trying to read from an empty queue and, as a result, switching to another
task (receive-block). The test will also measure the delay involved in writing
an element to the same queue, unblocking the higher priority task and switching
context (send-block). The results will be plotted as a function of the priority
difference between T1 and T2.
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Figure 3.6. Message-Passing-3 benchmark test

Message-passing-4: In this test, the send-unblock action is measured without
including the context switch time as a function of the priority gap between the two
tasks. This is done by sending to a queue from a higher priority task T1, which
releases a lower priority task T2 as illustrated in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Message-Passing-4 benchmark test
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3.3.3 Interrupt Response Time
García-Martínes et al. recognizes the ability to quickly respond to external interrupt
events in a deterministic manner as one of the foremost issues for real-time systems
[23]. This benchmark test suggested by the authors focuses on the deferred interrupt
processing pattern described in section 2.4, where a high priority task is released as
a response to an external interrupt.

The metric considered here will be the task-dispatch, i.e. the total time passed
from the arrival of the interrupt to the time where the high priority task T1 is
switched in.

Interrupt-response-1: A high priority task blocks waiting for a direct notifica-
tion. A lower level task is executing when an interrupt is issued. The notification is
sent from the interrupt handler, releasing the high priority task which is switched
in. This test together with the recorded metric is shown in figure 3.8. A total of 30
samples will be collected in order to detect possible variations in the results.
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Figure 3.8. Interrupt-response-1 benchmark test
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3.3.4 Task Block Timeout
This category was added in addition to those suggested by García-Martínes et al.
[23] in order to highlight the behavior of the kernel when blocking a task for a given
number of ticks.

Timeout-1: In this test, the time required to block a task using the API kernel call
vTaskDelay is recorded. This latency (referred to as timeout-block in figure
3.9) will be measured for a variable number of tasks already present in the delay
list.
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Figure 3.9. Timeout-1 benchmark test
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter summarizes the results of the benchmarks presented in chapter 2.4 for
both FreeRTOS 8.2.3 and the proposed hardware accelerated version of the kernel,
here referred to as FreeRTOS-Accelerated.

4.1 Inter-Task Synchronization Benchmark Results

Semaphore-2

The benchmark results presented in figure 4.1 show the delay required by the
wait-block operation as a function of the priority drop between the current and
the next task. FreeRTOS displayed a jitter of 7953 clock cycles, whereas the exe-
cution time in FreeRTOS-Accelerated was jitter-free with a speedup ranging from
3.83 up to 10.53. The number of cycles with interrupts disabled ranged from 3467
to 11430 in FreeRTOS and was constant at 1013 in FreeRTOS-Accelerated.
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Figure 4.1. Semaphore-2 benchmark test result: wait-block
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The signal-unblock operation had a jitter of 417 clock cycles in FreeRTOS,
depending on the relative priority difference between the two active tasks as shown
in figure 4.2. The accelerated version of FreeRTOS reached a speedup of up to 1.32
with no jitter in its execution time. FreeRTOS spent between 2511 and 2928 clock
cycles with interrupts disabled. The corresponding measurement in FreeRTOS-
Accelerated was constant at 1809 clock cycles.
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Figure 4.2. Semaphore-2 benchmark test result: signal-unblock

Mutex-1

The measurements for the wait-block operation when using a mutex as syn-
chronization primitive is shown in in figure 4.3. A jitter of 407 clock cycles were
recorded in FreeRTOS. In FreeRTOS-Accelerated, jitter-free execution times were
achieved with a speedup of up to 4.05. The total number of clock cycles executed
with interrupts disabled ranged from between 4399 and 4816 in FreeRTOS and was
constant at 1013 in FreeRTOS-Accelerated.
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Figure 4.3. Mutex-1 benchmark test result: wait-block
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The wait-block operation displayed a jitter of 417 clock cycles in FreeRTOS
with between 3242 and 3659 clock cycles during which interrupts were disabled.
The accelerated implementation reached a speedup of up to 1.34 with a constant
execution as shown in figure 4.4. The number of cycles with interrupts disabled
were constant at 1894 in FreeRTOS-Accelerated.
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Figure 4.4. Mutex-1 benchmark test result: signal-unblock

4.2 Inter-Task Communication Benchmark Results

Message-Passing-1

The results presented in figure 4.5 show the delay involved in the Send-data oper-
ation, namely writing to a non-full queue. The results shows that FreeRTOS was up
to 1.05 times faster compared to FreeRTOS-Accelerated. However, the number of
clock cycles where interrupts were disabled grew linearly with the number of bytes
copied in FreeRTOS, ranging from 1225 to 7953. In contrast, this measurement was
constant at 319 clock cycles in FreeRTOS-Accelerated, independent of the data size.
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Figure 4.5. Message-passing-1 benchmark test result: send-data
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Similarly, the measurements presented in figure 4.6 show that FreeRTOS was up to
1.09 times faster when executing the Receive-data operation. The number of
clock cycles spent with interrupts disabled did however range from 1169 to 7897 in
FreeRTOS, but was constant at 291 in FreeRTOS-Accelerated.
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Figure 4.6. Message-passing-1 benchmark test result: receive-data

Message-Passing-3

This benchmark test result shown in figure 4.7 revealed a jitter of 7953 clock cycles
for the receive-block operation in FreeRTOS. FreeRTOS-Accelerated, on the
other hand, had a jitter-free execution time with a speedup of up to 10.53 for the
highest measured priority gap. FreeRTOS disabled interrupts during 3467 up to
11430 clock cycles, as compared to the constant 1013 clock cycles in FreeRTOS-
Accelerated.
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Figure 4.7. Message-passing-3 benchmark test result: receive-block

The send-unblock results presented in figure 4.8 show a jitter of 417 clock cycles
in FreeRTOS, although the largest recorded speedup for FreeRTOS-Accelerated
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was no more than 1.01. The accelerated version of the kernel did however eliminate
all jitter. Furthermore, FreeRTOS disabled interrupts for between 7383 and 7800
clock cycles. This can be compared to FreeRTOS-Accelerated which only disabled
interrupts for 1809 clock cycles, independent of the priority drop.
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Figure 4.8. Message-passing-3 benchmark test result: send-unblock

Message-Passing-4

For the last inter-task communication benchmark test, the send-unblock opera-
tion (i.e. unblocking a task without performing a context switch) is measured. As
shown in figure 4.9, there is no jitter in either of the two kernels as the priority
difference between the running and the unblocked task change. The accelerated
version did reach a total speedup of 1.06 and reduced the number of clock cycles
spent with interrupts being disabled from 4818 down to 404.
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Figure 4.9. Message-passing-4 benchmark test result: send-unblock
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4.3 Interrupt Response Time Benchmark Results
Interrupt-1:

As seen in figure 4.10, the user task dispatch latency received a speedup of 2.12
in the hardware accelerated version when using the direct task notification API.
Both FreeRTOS and FreeRTOS-Accelerated displayed a jitter of 6 clock cycles in
the 30 samples collected in this benchmark test. The number of clock cycles with
interrupts disabled were 2427 in FreeRTOS and 1102 in FreeRTOS-Accelerated.
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Figure 4.10. Interrupt-1 benchmark test result: task-dispatch

4.4 Task Block Timeout Benchmark Results
Timeout-1:

This test revealed a jitter of 952 clock cycles in FreeRTOS when delaying a task. The
hardware accelerated version of the kernel was jitter-free and up to 3.04 times faster
compared to the pure software implementation. FreeRTOS disabled interrupts
for 1669 clock cycles in this benchmark test, as compared to 1081 in FreeRTOS-
Accelerated.
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Figure 4.11. Timeout-1 benchmark test result: delay-block
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Chapter 5

Discussion

As evident from the results presented in chapter 4, much of the performance gain and
increased determinism was achieved by migrating the task scheduler into hardware.
In the benchmark tests where an API call triggered the calling task to block, we see
that the context switch time increases as a function of the priority gap between the
currently running and the next task in FreeRTOS. This non-deterministic behavior
is a result of the scheduler traversing the data structure described in figure 2.5 in
search of a non-empty ready list.

Furthermore, the results of the timeout-1 benchmark test highlights the fact that
the time required to sort the delay list grows linearly with the number of TCBs
present in the list, as described in figure 2.7. This delay list traversal - along with
selecting the next ready task to run - are identified as the two major sources of jitter
in FreeRTOS, confirming the results found in [2].

Some of the jitter shown in the results for FreeRTOS stems from the lack of a
hardware multiplier in the benchmark platform. This can for example be observed
in figure 4.1, showing the results of the benchmark test Semaphore-2. As the
scheduler is invoked and traverses the array of ready lists, the offset in this array
is calculated through the use of multiplication. As the offset becomes larger with
each iteration, a more costly software multiplication has to be performed. For this
reason, the wait-block delay in Semaphore-2 grows non-linearly as the gap
between the two tasks increases. This behavior was observed for all available code
optimization levels. However, one can argue that a SoC containing an advanced
hardware based real-time kernel but no hardware multiplier might not accurately
reflect how a real-world system would be constructed.

The results from the Message-passing-1 benchmark test are interesting since
the kernel co-processor is never invoked in the tested scenario, resulting in almost
identical execution times for the two implementations. Despite this seemingly poor
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result, this test highlights the advantage of implementing mutual exclusion of queues
through the use of semaphores rather then simply disabling interrupts (which is the
case in the default FreeRTOS implementation). In FreeRTOS, the number of cycles
in which interrupts are disabled grow linearly with the size of the data to be written
to the queue, effectively introducing jitter to the start of any higher priority tasks
and/or interrupts handlers. In FreeRTOS-Accelerated, the number of cycles where
interrupts are disabled was greatly reduced and - perhaps most importantly - made
jitter-free. In the Message-passing-4 benchmark test, the hardware scheduler
is invoked, resulting in a marginally greater speedup. However, since no context
switch is performed, FreeRTOS will not have to perform the non-deterministic and
costly operation of finding the next ready task. This test also displayed a rather
significant drop in the number of cycles where interrupts were disabled, making for
a more deterministic system.

As shown in the interrupt response time results presented in figure 4.10, both FreeR-
TOS and FreeRTOS-Accelerated have a jitter of 6 clock cycles. The source of this
jitter is due to the fact that the Nios II CPU used in the benchmark platform will
finish any currently executing instruction before the exception handler starts. De-
pending on the stage of the instruction currently being executed when the interrupt
arrives, there will be a small variation in the interrupt response latency. With this
said, the accelerated implementation was able to to respond more than twice as fast
as the software based counterpart.

As described in chapter 2.5.2, the FreeRTOS system tick handler will increment
the tick counter and check to see if any previously blocked tasks should be released
due to timeouts expiring. Although not evident from the benchmark test results
presented in this thesis, this means that the execution time of the tick handler is
dependent on the number of tasks to release at a given tick, forcing the application
designer to account for a worst-case execution time of the tick handler where all
blocked tasks are assumed to be released at the same time.

As shown in the benchmark results of FreeRTOS, the variations in the response
time of the scheduler is quite large. In the Semaphore-2 benchmark test, the
wait-block operation had a best case execution time of 4564 clock cycles as com-
pared to to 12517 clock cycles in the worst case. Task scheduling in FreeRTOS is
non-deterministic, but the kernel API calls are bounded by the number of tasks
present in the system. The implication of this is that a very pessimistic worst-
case execution time C would have to be used in the FreeRTOS specific worst case
response time formula 2.3 in order to guarantee that no deadlines are missed, po-
tentially spending many clock cycles idling in the average case. By migrating parts
of FreeRTOS into hardware, we were able to achieve almost completely jitter-free
execution times for all tested kernel API calls, greatly facilitating accurate timing
analysis of any application running on top of the hardware accelerated real-time
kernel.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis served to investigate how much latency and non-determinism could be
reduced by migrating critical parts of a software based real-time kernel into hard-
ware. A hybrid hardware/software real-time kernel was presented, implementing the
API and functionality of FreeRTOS with the goal of increasing both performance
and predictability of the kernel. The suggested implementation showed good results
with respect to these two metrics, reducing both the total delay of the benchmarked
kernel API calls as well as the number of clock cycles in which interrupts are dis-
abled. The FreeRTOS task scheduling along with blocking kernel call timeouts were
identified as the most critical functionalities to migrate into hardware in order to
achieve jitter-free execution times.

In order to accurately predict the behavior of a real-time application, both the kernel
and the hardware upon which the application is running must first be carefully
analyzed. For this reason, a refined worst-case response time formula which takes
the implementation details of FreeRTOS-Accelerated into account (similar to that
presented in equation 2.3) could potentially be the subject of future work. Such a
formula could then be used in order to automate the verification process of a set of
tasks, greatly reducing the complexity involved in carrying out the timing analysis
of a real-time application.

Although the results presented in this thesis are promising, further work would have
to be carried out with respect to power consumption in order do fully understand the
benefits and drawbacks of the suggested implementation. Although more hardware
is required to implement the accelerator, the presence of short and predictable kernel
calls removes the need to account for sometimes very long worst-case execution
times where many clock cycles are wasted in the average case. The presence of a
kernel accelerator could for this reason have an overall positive effect on the power
consumption.
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Furthermore, the implementation of a hardware accelerated kernel in a multi-core
system could potentially be another interesting topic for future work. This could
for example include investigating any negative impacts which a shared bus might
have on the determinism of the system and how this can be overcome.

In conclusion, the results presented in this thesis showed that a more performant
and predictable system can indeed be achieved by migrating parts of a software
based real-time kernel into hardware, leading to almost completely jitter-free and
more predictable execution times.
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Appendix A

FreeRTOS-Accelerated API Functions

xTaskCreate
vTaskDelete
vTaskDelay
vTaskDelayUntil
uxTaskPriorityGet
vTaskPrioritySet
vTaskSuspend
vTaskResume
uxQueueMessagesWaiting
uxQueueMessagesWaitingFromISR
uxQueueSpacesAvailable
xQueueCreate
vQueueDelete
xQueueReset
xQueueSend
xQueueSendToBack
xQueueSendToFront
xQueueReceive
xQueuePeek
xQueueCreateSet
xQueueAddToSet
xQueueRemoveFromSet
xQueueSelectFromSet
xSemaphoreCreateBinary
vSemaphoreCreateBinary
xSemaphoreCreateCounting
xSemaphoreCreateMutex
xSemaphoreCreateRecursiveMutex
vSemaphoreDelete
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xSemaphoreGetMutexHolder
xSemaphoreTake
xSemaphoreTakeRecursive
xSemaphoreGive
xSemaphoreGiveRecursive
xTaskGetCurrentTaskHandle
xTaskGetIdleTaskHandle
uxTaskGetStackHighWaterMark
eTaskGetState
pcTaskGetTaskName
xTaskGetSchedulerState
uxTaskGetNumberOfTasks
vTaskSetApplicationTaskTag
xTaskGetApplicationTaskTag
xTaskCallApplicationTaskHook
pvTaskGetThreadLocalStoragePointer
vTaskSetThreadLocalStoragePointer
taskYIELD
taskENTER_CRITICAL
taskEXIT_CRITICAL
taskDISABLE_INTERRUPTS
taskENABLE_INTERRUPTS
vTaskStartScheduler
vTaskSuspendAll
xTaskResumeAll
xTaskNotifyGive
ulTaskNotifyTake
xTaskNotify
xTaskNotifyAndQuery
xEventGroupCreate
xEventGroupWaitBits
xEventGroupSetBits
xEventGroupSetBitsFromISR
xEventGroupClearBits
xEventGroupGetBits
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